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Creative ideas to catch members’ 
attention and get them involved
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Run a Member Survey

How do you know what your members want? Ask them. Try 
running a survey to get feedback on the overall member 
experience, what they enjoy, what could be improved, what 
challenges they face that your association doesn’t currently 
assist with. 

WHEN TO USE: 

TIPS:

• Survey the same group of members no more than once 
per year. 

• If a member churns, send them a survey or schedule a 
personal phone call to hear about why they churned and 
if you could win them back.

• At annual conference (virtual or hybrid).

• Try surveys, focus groups, or 1x1 member interviews to get 
different and detailed perspectives.

• Interview members who represent a wide range of your 
audience – both active and inactive. Pick a selection of 
young professionals, retirees, board members, committee 
members, etc.

• When you start hearing the same feedback, you’ve 
conducted enough interviews.
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We’re all inundated with 
communication right now. 

Our inboxes are full, there’s a lot going on at work and 
at home, and it’s hard to balance. Consequently, we go 
through phases of ignoring email or communication 
from the organizations we’re part of. But when you’re 
on the other side and you’re sending those emails 
and trying to get your members engaged, you have 
to realize what you’re up against. It’s time to adopt 
some creative strategies to reach your members with 
communication that will catch their attention.

It’s time to cut through the noise and get to 
our members.



Create Member Spotlights 

A fun way to get members engaged is to start showcasing 
their work. Create a form that you can promote on your 
social channels where members can nominate each other 
for the great work they’re doing. If you have an online 
community, you have a great starting point to gather member 
nominations. You could also reach out directly to members 
who are very active in your community and tell them you’d 
like to feature them. 

WHEN TO USE: 

TIPS:

• Once a month

• Make sure you ask questions on your form that will 
help you create valuable spotlights. For example, what 
would other members like to know, or what might help 
them in their work? What would make the member 
you’re spotlighting feel valued? For example, could 
they share their proudest accomplishment from the 
last year? 
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Our Member Spotlights get great traction. In our 
community, members nominate each other to 
be spotlighted, and their reason for nomination 
is included in the introduction to the Q&A. The 
nomination process provides an opportunity for 
members to express their appreciation for a mentor 
or colleague, and it reinforces our ‘by members, 
for members’ sense of community. What's really 
great is that spotlighted members don't have to be 
rockstars in the field - they just need to have had 
a positive impact in some way. We've shared some 
tremendous personal stories.”

- EMILY COWAN 

Online Communities and Social 
Channels Manager,  American                                     
Society of Anesthesiologists



Gather Seed Content

Seed content is a way to collect questions from your members, 
create organic conversation, and inform marketing content. It 
helps you find out what members are interested in. Send an 
automation rule email (a Higher Logic Community feature) to 
your members asking them what they wish they could ask other 
members. 

Host Casual, Virtual Get-Togethers

A sense of belonging is a big member benefit and draw, 
especially if your members are in an industry where they don’t 
interact with others during their day jobs. Host a casual, virtual 
get-together for members. Call it curated networking, happy 
hour, virtual roundtable, or office hours, but the main point is to 
get members together to talk about common issues or interests. 
The topics could be work-related or social. This is a great way 
to gather likeminded individuals together and give them a way 
to connect. Plus, it gives you visibility into valuable peer-to-peer 
conversations. 

WHEN TO USE: 

WHEN TO USE: 

TIPS:
TIPS:

• Send your seed question email only once or twice a year.

• If you see a lull in your online community conversations, 
use a seed question to get some discussion going. 

• If you’ve noticed your membership is being quiet or you’d 
like to know what’s going on with members lately, try 
asking for seed questions.

• Once per month or once per quarter

• Send to disengaged members. If you can segment your 
list, either with automation rules in the community or data 
from your email campaign platform, send the email just 
to disengaged members. This can get them involved and 
help them feel heard.

• Keep your prompt broad so you get more responses.

• Ask for permission to post the question on the member’s 
behalf so that you can use Higher Logic Community’s 
impersonation feature to post it for them.

• Prioritize posting responses from members who have 
historically been inactive.

• Include a moderator from your staff in gatherings you’re 
hosting.

• Always try to continue the conversation somewhere else 
(like in your online community). This helps encourage 
long-term engagement and gets other people involved 
who couldn’t attend. This also creates multiple 
touchpoints between you and those members.

• Don’t over-Zoom your members! You may see a drop in 
attendance if you schedule these too frequently.
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https://www.higherlogic.com/solutions/online-community/
https://www.higherlogic.com/solutions/communications/


Curated networking with peers has been a personal favorite and provided 
the best feedback from participants. Being able to share and learn with 
others looking to tackle similar problems develops a synergy and creates 
growth through meaningful connections. It's an engagement activity that 
can continue to create more ongoing value.” 

- ELLIE WU 
Senior Director, Customer Experience Transformation, SAP Concur

Host a Member Contest

A fun way to get members engaged is to give them a contest or a challenge. Think something like the ice bucket challenge or a contest 
where they have to write a poem about your industry in only 7 words. Have everyone share their video, idea, post (whatever the contest 
is) in the same discussion thread in your online community so people keep following the thread. 

WHEN TO USE: TIPS:

• No more than 
once per quarter

• If you have a prize, don’t forget to send it! Follow-through here helps create credibility. Encourage 
your winner to post a picture with their prize in the online community! 
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So far our single most successful engagement activity has been the ‘Write a Happy Story’ contest we held 
over the Thanksgiving holiday. It had been a long, hard year for everyone, and we all needed a little pick-me-
up. The challenge was to write a happy anesthesiology story in five words or less, and the winner (drawn at 
random) received some ASA swag. It was our best-performing thread for the month! What's great about this 

is that it's quick, anyone can participate, and it applies to virtually any interest or group.”

- EMILY COWAN 
Online Communities and Social Channels Manager, American Society of Anesthesiologists

https://www.als.org/ice-bucket-challenge-spending


Have an “Ask the Expert” Virtual Session

Try hosting an Ask the Expert virtual session. Members submit questions on a certain topic, and an expert 
answers those questions live. We typically see these done in an association’s online community. You may have 
seen this called an “Ask Me Anything” on Twitter or on Reddit. This is a very similar concept, just tailored to your 
organization and your members. When you run your session in your online community, you can also use it as a 
lure to get members engaged. People see a member-exclusive event in your community with 100 replies and 
think, “I want to be part of that!” Plus, you can pull the answers together to create a new piece of marketing 
content to generate more engagement. 

WHEN TO USE: 

TIPS:

• Host an Ask the Experts session no more than once a quarter.

• You notice a topic being heavily discussed in your online community, on social media, or among staff.

• You want to offer a virtual event that doesn’t involve Zoom.

• Stick to hosting events once per quarter when targeting the same group.

• Pick a topic your members value, not just one that you value.

• Ask for questions in advance so that your expert has a little time to prepare and has a sense of what 
they’ll be asked about. This also helps you gauge how popular the event will be. If you don’t receive many 
questions in advance, it may indicate that you need to promote more, or that the topic you chose didn’t 
resonate very well with your member base.
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BUILD YOUR MEMBER 
COMMUNITY WITH 
HIGHER LOGIC 

You want to build your online 

community on a platform where 

it will thrive. Higher Logic offers 

a robust suite of engagement 

tools that help you draw in your 

members & continue engaging 

them in a personalized way. Plus, 

with unique automation, you 

can engage them at scale, start 

discussions, and get updates. 

LEARN MORE

https://www.higherlogic.com/solutions/online-community/
https://www.higherlogic.com/solutions/online-community/


Enlist Volunteers

Your association probably has a pool of members who would 
love to volunteer. Giving them tasks helps both parties: You 
get to delegate some projects, while your volunteers can do 
something to support your organization. Consider creating 
“micro” volunteering opportunities that don’t last 6 months – try 
6 days. You can expand your pool of volunteers while giving a 
busier member a small way to get involved. 

Ready to get members 
engaging? 

Find out more about Higher Logic’s online community and email 
campaign software. We help you create a personalized, relevant 
experience for members. 

WHEN TO USE: 

TIPS:

• Rotate your volunteers 1-2 times a year.

• Make sure that you develop a plan and a timeline around 
this program. For example, set a 6-month commitment 
instead of leaving it open ended.

• Don't ask volunteers to do anything that you wouldn't do 
yourself.

• Reward your volunteers! Send them a thank you note and 
think of something they’d value to give out as a prize, like 
a badge on their profile in the online community, some 
association swag, or a box of treats.  
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LET’S CONNECT  

https://www.higherlogic.com/request-demo/

